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New Policy For TrafficManagement Plans At Work Sites

The improved safety of everyone on work sites is the impetus behind a new TechnicalDirection
entitled 'Traffic Control At Work Sites' released by the Roads And Traffic Authority. It is
particularly relevant to those involved in compiling traffic management plans for such sites.

Sydney, Australia (Vocus/PRWEB)January 03, 2011 -- A new manual, which outlines all aspects of traffic
control procedures or specific works, has been released by the New South Wales RTA.Entitled ‘Traffic Control
At Work Sites’ the document focuses on RTAbridge and road works within New South Wales. However, the
manual is commended to all involved in the creation of traffic management plans.

Safeway Traffic Management Solutions ensures that its staff are always abreast of such policy changes - one of
the reasons it is held in such high regard in the traffic control industry. It is well-versed in the requirements for
creating vehicular and pedestrian movement plans, and for effective signage.

Traffic Management Plans Risk Assessment

Management and assessment of risk at work sites is one new section that has been created in this latest edition
of the manual.

"As this is one of the services that Safeway TMS provides its clients, both government and private, we have
ensured that we meet the requirements laid down by the RTA",says Safeway TMS Managing Director, Dennis
Dandolo. "And not just for road works, but for special events as well" he continued.

Special Events Traffic Management

Safeway TMS is involved in providing traffic control services at some of Sydney's biggest draw-card events,
including New Year's Eve, Australia Day, and Chinese New YearCelebrations. In so doing, it has demonstrated
the expertise of its staff in adhering to regulatory guidelines which in turn allows them to provide benchmark
services.

Equipment Requirements Outlined

'Traffic Control At Work Sites' also outlines the type and quality of signage and traffic management plan
devices that are required to meet the standards. How they are displayed and placed impacts on the overall safety
of any project, and Mr Dandolo says that Safeway TMS has a range of signs and barriers appropriate to a
variety of applications.

"We are aware of the new guidelines for the correct types of signs to be used in different situations, their
placement intervals and locations." he explained.

Safeway TMS is confident it meets all of the requirements for traffic management plans laid out in the new
Manual.
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SafeWay Traffic Management Solutions is an Australian owned company with an expert team of traffic control
specialists dedicated in providing a reliable, safe and efficient traffic control solution in NSW.

SafeWay Traffic Management Solutions combines over 10 years experience with new approaches and
technologies to provide a fresh, advanced and progressive direction in the area of Traffic Management. It is
committed to working creatively and safely, combining experience with vision to achieve maximum satisfaction
and value.

SafeWaywas developed and structured to meet all demands of the industry on a normal as well as an
emergency basis.

SafeWay TMS experts assess clients' project requirements, complete a site survey and deliver a computer
designed traffic management solution for any type of job (big or small), with the primary goal being safety
throughout the entire work zone.
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Contact Information
Dennis Dandolo
Safeway Traffic Management System
http://www.safewaytms.com.au
(+61) 1800 987 891

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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